This program is not yet approved for CME credit so the total number of approved credits are yet to be determined. The program was planned in accordance with AAPA CME Standard for Live Programs and for Commercial Support of Live Programs, and SCAPA has requested 48 hours of Category I CME credit (maximum of 39 earnable hours) from AAPA. The program will also include 4 hours of controlled substance and 7 additional pharmacology hours. Category I CME will not be provided for any “student” sessions. AAPA is an acceptable CE provider for AANPCP.

Updated: September 4, 2018

Proposed product theatre presentations.

**Saturday, October 6**

7:00a-6:00p  Registration
8:00-8:15a  Welcome and Announcements
8:15-9:00a  **Student Session 1: SC Practice Act and Licensure** – Gabby Poole, PA-C  *This lecture is provided by the Charleston Southern University PA Program.*
9:00-9:45a  **Student Session 2: Cardiology Review** – Eric Shoup
9:45-10:00a  Break
10:00-10:45a  **Student Session 3: EKG Review** – David Weil, PA-C  *This lecture is provided by the University of South Carolina School of Medicine PA Program.*
10:45a-11:30p  **Student Session 4: Hip vs Back Pain** – Joe Bethle, ATC, MS, PA-C  *This lecture is provided by the Frances Marion University PA Program.*
11:30a-12:15p  **Student Session 5: Identifying Sepsis and its Early Management** – Alexandra Brandenburg, PA-C  *This lecture is provided by the North Greenville University PA Program.*
12:15-2:00p  Lunch on your own
2:00-2:45p  **Student Session 6: Stress Management as a PA Student and Beyond** – Matthew Ewald, MSPAS, PA-C  *This lecture is provided by the Medical University of South Carolina PA Program.*
2:30-4:15p  **Path to Becoming a PA**
2:45-3:30p  **Student Session 7: Internet Gaming Disorder** - David L. James, MSPAS  *This lecture is provided by the Frances Marion University PA Program.*
3:30-4:15p  **Student Session 8: Name That Joint Pain: An Arthritis Review** – Trey Boyd, MSM, PA-C  *This lecture is provided by the Presbyterian College PA Program.*
4:15-4:30p  Refreshment Break
4:30-6:00p  Challenge Bowl
6:30-8:00p  Student Mixer at World of Beer

**Sunday, October 7**

7:00a-6:30p  Registration
7:30a-1:30p  **WORKSHOP 1: BLS/ACLS Recertification** – Rich Harvey
8:00a-12:00p  WORKSHOP 2: Preparing for PANCE & PANRE – Katy Blair Conner, MS, MSPAS, PA-C
PA Katy Conner owns a tutoring company that provides supplemental education to PA students. She has assisted over 300 students in the last six years prepare for and pass PANCE and PANRE. This workshop is designed to give participants an opportunity for individualized instruction in their three weakest areas through practice tests and matching exercises.

12:00-2:30p  Lunch on your own

1:00-4:00p  STUDENT WORKSHOP 3: Introduction to Suture for PA Students – Robin Mozenter Tippett, PA-C, MPAS, DFAAPA and David Weil, PA-C – Separate registration required
Suturing expert Robin Mozenter Tippett will help students learn how to suture through a step-by-step approach. Powerpoint lecture preceding 2 1/2 hour hands-on workshop. Workshop includes basic skills, suture techniques to include simple, mattress (horizontal and vertical and modified), running skin suture, buried interrupted deep suture, running subcuticular skin closure, dermabond, and staples. Attendance limited to 18.

2:30-6:30p  Exhibit and Silent Auction Set-Up

2:30-3:30p  CME SESSION 1: Update on Controlled Substance Prescribing Laws for PAs and NPs – SC DHEC Bureau of Drug Control Speaker TBD

3:30-4:30p  CME SESSION 2: Pharmacologic Management of Acute and Chronic Pain, Part 1 – Denise Daly, PharmD

4:30-4:45p  Break

4:45-5:45p  CME SESSION 3: Pharmacologic Management of Acute and Chronic Pain, Part 2 – Denise Daly, PharmD

5:45-6:45p  CME SESSION 4: Controlled Substance: What To Do About Drug Seekers – Alan Keating, MPAS, PA-C

7:00-8:00p  Welcome Reception and Silent Auction with Exhibitors

Monday, October 8

7:15a-3:30p  Registration
7:15a-3:30p  Exhibit Hall & Silent Auction
7:15-8:00a  Continental Breakfast with Exhibitors

8:00-9:00a  CME SESSION 5: PAH: The Diagnosis You Don’t Want to Miss – Sonja Bartolome, MD – This activity is jointly provided by the University of Nebraska Medical Center, the University of Florida College of Pharmacy, and Practice Point Communications. It is supported by independent educational grants from Gilead Sciences Medical Affairs and United Therapeutics Corporation. CME for this session will be provided by Practice Point Communications.

9:00-9:20a  Keynote Address: How PAs Can Help Improve Healthcare Delivery in SC – Senator Tom Davis

9:20-9:45a  Gearing Up For 2019: What You Need to Know about Changing the PA Practice Act – SCAPA Leadership

9:45-10:15a  Refreshment Break with Exhibitors

10:15-11:15a  CME SESSION 6: Bringing HIV Patients Into the Care Cascade – Antonio Urbina, MD - This activity is jointly provided by the University of Nebraska Medical Center, Duquesne University School of Pharmacy and Practice Point Communications. It is funded by an independent educational grant from Gilead Sciences Medical Affairs. CME for this session will be provided by Practice Point Communications.

11:15a-12:15p  CME SESSION 7: CHF/Cardiomyopathy – Jason Lucas, PhD, PA-C
12:15-1:30p  Box Lunch with Exhibitors

1:30-2:30p  CME SESSION 8: Atrial Fibrillation/CVA – Jason Lucas, PhD, PA-C

2:30-3:30p  CME SESSION 9: How to Manage Psychiatric Emergencies in the Primary Care Setting – C. Nina Schneider, PhD

3:45-5:45p  WORKSHOP 4: ER/Urgent Care Crash Course – Alan Keating, MPAS, PA-C

Learning Objectives: (1) Provide memory tools to be used in the rapid identification of critical signs and symptoms of major life threatening illnesses. (2) Emphasize the subtle early signs and symptoms that, if ignored, can lead to life threatening illnesses. (3) Teach the current treatment protocols for major system diseases such as: chest pain, stroke, respiratory distress, abdominal pain, etc. (4) Explain what can be initiated in the non-emergency department setting to assess/treat critical patients. (5) Utilize case studies, roll playing, and hands on techniques to reinforce the protocols learned.

3:45-6:45p  WORKSHOP 5: Suture Refresher for the Practicing PA – Robin Mozenter Tippett, PA-C, MPAS, DFAAPA – Separate registration required

Suturing expert Robin Mozenter Tippett will help participants learn how to suture through a step-by-step approach. Powerpoint lecture preceding 2 1/2 hour hands-on workshop. Workshop includes basic skills, suture techniques to include simple, mattress (horizontal and vertical and modified), running skin suture, buried interrupted deep suture, running subcuticular skin closure, dermabond, and staples. Attendance is limited to 20.

7:00-9:00p  Cookout

Tuesday, October 9

6:15-7:15a  SCaledown Activity: Yoga on the Beach
7:15a-3:45p  Registration
7:15a-3:45p  Exhibit Hall & Silent Auction
7:15-8:15a  Non-CME Product Theatre Breakfast: Topic TBD – Speaker TBD - Hosted by Sponsor TBD

8:15-9:15a  CME SESSION 10: Clinical Challenges in Epilepsy: The Role of Comorbidities in Diagnosing and Treating People with Epilepsy and Seizures – Matthew J. Schrettner, MD – This activity is presented through the AAPA Clinical Case Challenge Series and is funded by an independent educational grant from the Epilepsy Foundation of America as part of the U.S. National Centers for Disease Control & Prevention Project: Improving Education, Awareness, and Quality of Life in Epilepsy through Partnerships.

9:15-10:15a  CME SESSION 11: Update on the Evaluation and Treatment of Acute GI Bleeding – Joel Stoia, MS, PA-C
10:15-10:30a  Refreshment Break
10:30-11:30a  CME SESSION 12: Evaluating Acute Abdominal Pain: The ER or Not? – Joel Stoia, MS, PA-C
11:30a-12:30p  CME SESSION 13: What’s Normal Anyway: Abnormal Uterine Bleeding Evaluation using the PALM-COEIN System – Bre Garbas, DHSc, MPAS, PA-C

12:30-1:30p  Non-CME Product Theatre Lunch 1: Trulance for Adults with Chronic Idiopathic Constipation or Irritable Bowel Syndrome with Constipation – Kimberly Orleck, PA - Hosted by Synergy

12:30-1:30p  Non-CME Product Theatre Lunch 2: Topic TBD – Speaker TBD - Hosted by Sponsor TBD

12:30-1:30p  Non-CME Product Theatre Lunch 3: Topic TBD – Speaker TBD - Hosted by Sponsor TBD

1:30-2:30p  CME SESSIONS 14: Constructive Lung Disease – Laura Bogan Herpel, MD, FCCP
2:30-3:30p  CME SESSION 15: The Psychology of Being a PA: You and Your Patients Mental Health – Rebecca Ulrich, PA-C

3:30-3:45p  Break

3:45-5:45p  WORKSHOP 6: Cardiology Case Studies – Eric Shoup, MS, PA-C, CLS and Vincent Viscara, MD – Separate registration required
Join PA Eric Shoup and Dr. Vincent Vismara for this excellent cardiology review as they discuss some of their most interesting real life cases.

3:45-6:45p  WORKSHOP 7: Advanced Suture for the Experienced PA – Robin Mozenter Tippett, PA-C, MPAS, DFAAPA – Separate registration required
Participants in this workshop are required to have basic knowledge and recent experience in suturing. Routine suturing will be not covered in this workshop. Advanced topics will include subcuticular suturing, “plasties” and advancement flaps, corner stitch, correction of common problems like dog ears, excisional biopsy, digital block techniques, punch biopsy with closures, and how to secure drains. Attendance is limited to 15.

5:00-6:30p  MUSC Alumni Reception - Sonesta Center Lawn – RSVP to Lauren Brown at BrownLau@musc.edu

Wednesday, October 10

7:15a-3:45p  Registration
7:15a-1:30p  Exhibit Hall
7:15-8:15a  Non-CME Product Theatre Breakfast: Topic TBD – Speaker TBD - Hosted by Sponsor TBD
8:15-9:15a  CME SESSION 16: Thyroid Issues – Laura Gunder-McClary, DHSWc, MHE, PA-C
9:15-10:15a  CME SESSION 17: Clearing Up Atopic Dermatitis: Identification, Assessment and Treatment – Kara N. Roman, MMS, PA-C – This AAPA Clinical Case Challenge Series is supported by an independent educational grant from Pfizer and is managed in collaboration with the France Foundation.

10:00a-5:00p  Scaledown Activity: Bike Rental Available
10:15-10:30a  Break
10:30-11:30a  CME SESSION 18: Skin Cancer: Diagnosis and Treatment - Brandon Coakley, MD, FAAD, FACMS
11:30a-12:30p  CME SESSION 19: Good, Bad, and Iatrogenic – Tricia Howard, PA-C
12:30-1:30p  Non-CME Product Theatre Lunch 1: Cardiology Talk – Speaker TBD - Hosted by AstraZeneca
12:30-1:30p  Non-CME Product Theatre Lunch 2: Topic TBD – Speaker TBD - Hosted by Sponsor TBD
12:30-1:30p  Non-CME Product Theatre Lunch 3: Topic TBD – Speaker TBD - Hosted by Sponsor TBD
1:30-5:30p  Exhibit Dismantle
1:30-2:30p  CME SESSIONS 20: First Responders to Acute Fracture for the Non-Ortho PAC – Frank Caruso, PA-C
2:30-3:30p  CME SESSIONS 21: Diabetes Update for 2018: What is Old, What is New – Larry Hermann, PA-C
3:30-3:45p  Break
3:45-5:45p  WORKSHOP 8: Dermatology Procedures Workshop – Mikala Riddlesworth Fowler, PA-C – Separate registration required
Skill demonstration will be provided initially, followed by a hands-on workshop where you will have the opportunity to perform each in-office procedure live: cryotherapy for treatment of actinic keratosis, basal and squamous cell carcinoma; solar lentigo; seborrheic keratosis; skin biopsies to aid in accurate diagnosis and differentiation between non-malignant and malignant lesions; surgical excisions for definitive treatment of lipomas, cysts, basal cell, squamous cell and malignant melanoma; advanced suturing to yield better cosmetic results and ensure closure of deep or large wounds. Attendance is limited to 20.

3:45-6:45p  **WORKSHOP 9: Joint Injections** – Frank Caruso, PA-C  *Separate registration required*

This workshop will appeal to a broad range of practitioners who are developing joint and soft tissue injection skills. Anatomical landmarks will be reviewed using a unique teaching style. Participants will demonstrate the ability to implement evidence-based practice guidelines in clinical decision-making as well as demonstrate appropriate injection techniques. Focus of workshop will be on knee and shoulder; however, the handout will be complete with all musculoskeletal injections reviewed and summarized. Attendance is limited to 20.

**Thursday, October 11**

7:15-11:00a  Registration

7:15-7:45a  Continental Breakfast

7:45-8:45a  **CME SESSION 22: Cleft Lip and Palate: A Multidisciplinary Approach to Treatment** – Chris Discolo, MD

8:45-9:45a  **CME SESSION 23: General Pediatric Pearls** – Sarah Adams, MD, FAAP

9:45-10:45a  **CME SESSION 24: Pediatric ENT** – Diane Caruso, DNP, FNP-BC

10:45a  Certificate Distribution